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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to an air-
impermeable fabric covering sheet feeding apparatus
and a method for feeding an air-impermeable covering
sheet to cover surface of a stack of fabric while entering
into a cutting machine, which is used for cutting parts
from a sheet material like fabric, cloth and so on accord-
ing to cutting data.
[0002] Hitherto, in a cutting machine, especially in
an automatic cutting machine, the fabric to be cut is put
on a cutting table, and is held from below by vacuum
sucking, and is cut in the contour of parts or the like
according to the cutting data by a cutter movable freely
on the cutting table. The fabric to be cut is generally not
air-impermeable, and therefore the fabric cannot be
held sufficiently only by putting it on the cutting table.
Accordingly, the fabric is covered with an air impermea-
ble sheet so that the fabric can be hold by vacuum
clamping securely. As the fabric covering sheet, for
example, synthetic resin films of polyethylene, vinyl
chloride, and the like are used.
[0003] In EP-A-0 578 903 there is disclosed a feed-
ing apparatus for feeding an air-impermeable sheet to
cover surface of a stack of fabric while entering into an
automatic cutting machine, which cuts out parts from
the fabric according to cutting data, while sucking and
holding the fabric on a cutting support plane of a cutting
table constructed as a conveyor, the fabric stacked by a
cloth spreading machine. The apparatus further com-
prising supporting means for supporting a covering
sheet roll, being set upright on both sides in the width-
wise direction of the automatic cutting machine at the
fabric entry side into the cutting support plane and deliv-
ering means for letting out the covering sheet from the
roll supported by the supporting means, following entry
of the fabric into the cutting support plane of the cutting
table constructed as conveyor.
[0004] Fig. 14 shows a simplified prior art feeding
apparatus disclosed in JP(B2) 62-25785 (1987). A cut-
ting machine 1 includes a cutting table comprising a
processing table 2, an upstream side transfer table 3,
and a downstream side transfer table 4. A cutting car-
riage 5 can move and travel on rails 2a, 3a, 4a provided
at both sides in the widthwise direction of the process-
ing table 2 and transfer tables 3, 4. The cutting carriage
5 has a cutting head 6 movable on the cutting carriage
5 in the widthwise direction, and is provided with a cutter
6a for cutting the fabric. A label carriage 7 can move and
travel, same as the cutting carriage 5, on the rails 2a,
3a, 4a provided at both sides of the processing table 2
and transfer tables 3, 4. The label carriage 7 is provided
with a function of adhering a label to the fabric for iden-
tifying the parts when moving and traveling. The label
carriage 7 includes a pinching device 8 for pinching a
fabric sheet or the like. A cutting device 9 is provided
above the vicinity of the boundary of the processing
table 2 and the upstream side transfer table 3.

[0005] At the end of the upstream side transfer table
3, a fabric sheet roll 10 and a fabric covering sheet roll
11 are pivotedly supported. The pinching device 8 dis-
posed on the label carriage 7 pinches the front end of
the fabric sheet unrolled from the fabric sheet roll 10,
and spreads the fabric sheet on the processing table 2
by a specified length while moving from the transfer
table 3 to the processing table 2. When spreading one
fabric sheet by the specified length is over, it is cut off by
the cutting device 9, and by repeating the process of
spreading the fabric sheet by the specified length, a
laminated sheet 12 is formed on the processing table 2.
After forming a laminated sheet 12 having a predeter-
mined number of layers, the pinching device 8 of the
label carriage 7 pinches the front end of the fabric cov-
ering sheet unrolled from the covering sheet roll 11, and
covers on the laminated sheet 12 placed on the
processing table 2.

[0006] In the feeding apparatus shown in Fig. 14,
using the same label carriage 7 and pinching device 8,
fabric sheets are spread on the processing table and
stacked up to form a laminated sheet 12, which is cov-
ered with a fabric covering sheet. During such spread-
ing operation, the cutting carriage 5 cannot be put into
action to cut the laminated fabric. In the prior art, the
transfer tables 3, 4 can be moved in the direction verti-
cal to the sheet of paper of Fig. 14, independently of the
processing table 2, and by using plural processing
tables 2, it is possible to cut the laminated sheet 12
already formed on one processing table 22 while
spreading the fabric sheet repeatedly and forming the
laminated sheet 12 on the other Processing tables 2.
[0007] However, in an automatic cutting machine
including a cutting table of a conveyor drive type as dis-
closed, for example JP-A 5-69382 (1993), the cost of
the cutting table is relatively high. In such cutting
machine, instead of spreading a fabric on the cutting
table, it is intended to cut efficiently by loading the fabric
already spread by a special spreading machine. There-
fore, in the automatic cutting machine with cutting table
of a conveyor drive type, no mechanism for spreading
sheet materials is provided, and covering the sheet with
an air-impermeable sheet must be done manually. For
example, at the upstream side of the cutting table, the
fabric covering sheet wound in a roll is pivotedly sup-
ported by posts set upright from both sides in the width-
wise direction, and an operator lets out the fabric
covering sheet to cover the fabric when necessary, for
example, when loading a fabric to be cut. To cover the
fabric sufficiently, it is necessary that two operators work
from both sides of the fabric.
[0008] It is hence a primary object of the invention
to provide a method and apparatus for feeding a fabric
covering sheet automatically into a cutting machine, in
particular into an automatic cutting machine having a
cutting table of a conveyor drive type.
[0009] According to one aspect of the present
invention there is provided a feeding apparatus for feed-
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ing an air-impermeable sheet to cover surface of a stack
of fabric while entering into an automatic cutting
machine as set out in claim 1.

[0010] Preferred embodiments of the feeding appa-
ratus of the invention are subject matters of claims 2 to
7.
[0011] According to a second aspect of the present
invention there is provided a feeding method for feeding
an air-impermeable sheet for covering surface of a stack
of fabric while entering into an automatic cutting
machine as set out in claim 8.
[0012] Preferred embodiments of the feeding
method of the present invention are subject matters of
claims 9 and 10.
[0013] According to the invention, the air-imperme-
able fabric covering sheet roll is supported by the sup-
port means set upright on the both sides in the
widthwise direction of the automatic cutting machine, at
the entry side of the fabric to the cutting support plane
of the cutting table constructed as a conveyor. The
delivering means lets out the fabric covering sheet from
the roll along with the entry of the fabric into the cutting
support plane of the cutting table constructed as a con-
veyor. When the fabric is delivered onto the cutting sup-
port plane, the surface of the fabric is automatically
covered with the covering sheet.
[0014] The fabric entering from the cloth spreading
machine is detected by the detecting means, and the
conveyor is driven and covering sheet is let out from the
delivering means in relation with the discharge speed of
the cloth spreading machine by the control means. Con-
sequently, while operating the cloth spreading machine
and the automatic cutting machine consecutively, the
covering sheet can be automatically supplied on the
fabric.
[0015] Since the fabric is covered with the covering
sheet while leading and guiding, by letting out, for exam-
ple, almost in synchronization with the entry speed of
the fabric or slightly in delay, the supply of covering
sheet may be easily automated.
[0016] Further according to the invention the cover-
ing sheet being let out from the delivering means is led
and guided in the conveying direction of the cutting sup-
port plane driven as the conveyor, so that the covering
sheet may be smoothly supplied without forming
creases on the delivered fabric.
[0017] According to the invention, moreover, lead-
ing and guiding of the covering sheet let out by the deliv-
ering means is effected by blowing air from below the
cutting support plane in the conveying direction of the
cutting support plane as the conveyor. Depending on
the system of the cutting machine, the fabric is con-
veyed by making use of blown air at the time of entry of
the fabric onto the cutting support plane. In such cutting
machine, the air blow may be also utilized in leading and
guiding of the covering sheet. It is in the period until the
front end of the fabric is fed onto the conveyor that the
necessity of leading and guiding the covering sheet is

particularly high, and in such period it is possible to lead
and guide the covering sheet sufficiently by blowing air.

[0018] Also according to the invention, the covering
sheet being let out is led and guided in the direction of
the cutting support plane while contacting with the lead-
ing means. Since the covering sheet is handled by con-
tacting with the leading means, the covering sheet can
be led and guided securely.
[0019] The sheet material is led and guided by driv-
ing the cutting support plane as a conveyor while suck-
ing the cutting support plane from beneath. Since the
covering sheet is air-impermeable, the suction force on
the cutting support plane is large, and the covering
sheet is pulled by conveyor drive and is hence easily led
and guided.
[0020] The covering sheet is led and guided by
blowing air from below the entry route of the fabric.
Thus, the air blow function provided for the purpose of
entry of fabrics can be also utilized.
[0021] The cloth spreading machine capable of dis-
charging the spread fabric may be installed at the
upstream side of the fabric entry route, and the cloth
spreading machine and the automatic cutting machine
are interlocked according to the cutting data, and the
spread fabric is fed to the cutting support plane while
being sucked on the cutting support plane and fed, and
the covering sheet may be supplied automatically so as
to cover the entire surface of the fabric.
[0022] When entering the fabric onto tie cutting sup-
port plane, the covering sheet is let out by conveyor
driving of the cutting support plane, and the covering
sheet is automatically fed to cover the surface of the fab-
ric with the covering sheet. At the time when the fabric
is delivered onto the cutting support plane, it is already
covered with covering sheet, so that cutting can be
started immediately.
[0023] The terminal end of the covering sheet cov-
ering the surface of the fabric can be automatically cut
off by cutting means.
[0024] Since the covering sheet is led and guided in
the conveying direction of the cutting support plane of
the cutting table constructed as a conveyor, the fabric
surface can be smoothly covered when the fabric is car-
ried in.
[0025] The covering sheet is led and guided in the
driving direction of the cutting support plane of the cut-
ting table constructed as a conveyor by the air blown
from beneath. In the case where an air table is provided
for sending the fabric into the entry route of the fabric, its
constitution may be effectively utilized also in leading
and guiding of the covering sheet.
[0026] The leading means can securely lead and
guide the covering sheet in the direction of the cutting
support plane while contacting with the covering sheet.
[0027] While letting out the covering sheet from the
covering sheet roll in relation to the delivery speed of
the fabric, the covering sheet is led and guided in the
direction of the cutting support plane, and the fabric is
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covered with the covering sheet. When the fabric is sent
onto the cutting support plane of the cutting table con-
structed as conveyor, it is smoothly covered with cover-
ing sheet, so that the covering sheet may be supplied
automatically without requiring manual operation.

[0028] By blowing air from the fabric entry route, the
delivered covering sheet may be led and guided. In the
case where an air blow mechanism is provided as an air
table or the like for sending in the fabric, it may be effec-
tively utilized in leading and guiding of covering sheet.

Description of Drawings:

[0029]

Fig. 1 is an essential sectional view as seen from
the front side of an embodiment of the invention;
Fig. 2 is a front view of a cutting device 32 in Fig. 1;
Fig. 3 is a partial plan view of the cutting device 32;
Fig. 4 is a partial right side view of the cutting device
32;
Fig. 5 is a partial back side view of a feeding device
26 in Fig. 1;
Fig. 6 is a view of the feeding device 26 in Fig. 5 as
seen from the left side of a sheet of paper of Fig. 5;
Fig. 7 is a simplified front view showing a constitu-
tion in which a cutting machine 21 in Fig. 1 is sys-
tematized together with a cloth spreading machine;
Fig. 8 is a block diagram showing an electrical con-
stitution of the system in Fig. 7;
Fig. 9 is a flow chart showing the operation of the
system in Fig. 7;
Fig. 10 is a timing chart showing the interlocked
state of the parts of the system in Fig. 7;
Fig. 11 is a front sectional view showing an other
embodiment of the invention;
Fig. 12 is a front sectional view showing a constitu-
tion related with a pressing roller 30 in Fig. 1 and
Fig. 11;
Fig. 13 is a front sectional view showing a constitu-
tion related with the pressing roller 30 in Fig. 1 and
Fig. 11; and
Fig. 14 is a simplified front view of a prior art.

[0030] Fig. 1 shows a constitution of essential parts
of a feeding apparatus for feeding a covering sheet into
an automatic cutting machine according to an embodi-
ment of the invention. A cutting machine 21 cuts off lam-
inated sheet 22, which is formed by stacking up fabric
sheets, in a state of being covered with an air-imperme-
able fabric covering sheet 23. The laminated sheet 22 is
formed by a cloth spreading machine on the upstream
side, and conveyed on an air table 24 to be supplied
onto a cutting support plane 37 of a cutting table 25.
Above the air table 24 is provided a feeding device 26
for feeding the fabric covering sheet 23 onto the lami-
nated sheet 22 in the midst of being conveyed. Inside
the feeding device 26, a pair of supporting rollers 27, 28

are provided. Beneath the supporting rollers 27, 28, a
delivering roller 29 for letting out the fabric covering
sheet 23 is provided. A pressing roller 30 is provided for
pressing the fabric covering sheet 23 to the delivering
roller 29. A covering sheet roll 31 is placed on the sup-
port rollers 27, 28. Beneath the delivering roller 29, a
cutting device 32 is provided, and further beneath the
cutting device 32 is provided a fabric sensor 33 for
detecting the laminated sheet 22 supplied from the
upstream side.

[0031] The air table 24 has plural air nozzles 34,
and air is blown out obliquely upward as indicated by
arrow 34a toward the side of the cutting table 25. The air
nozzles 34 are arranged in a zigzag form at specific
intervals in the air table 24. The cutting table 25 is con-
stituted so that the laminated sheet 22 placed thereon
and the parts cut from the sheet can be transferred by a
conveyor 35. The conveyor 35 has plural bristle brushes
36 on the surface, and the top ends of the bristle
brushes 36 form a cutting support plane 37. The bristle
brushes 36 are air-permeable, and communicate with a
suction chamber 39 which is sucked and evacuated by
a suction motor 38.
[0032] The cutting device 32 has rails 40 disposed
beneath the delivering roller 29. The rails 40 are
extended in the widthwise direction of the cutting
machine 21, together with the support rollers 27, 28 and
delivering rollers 29, that is, in the direction vertical to
the sheet of paper in Fig. 1. They are supported at both
sides in the widthwise direction by posts 26a set upright
from both of near and far sides of the air table 24. A cut-
ter stand 41 can travel along the rails 40.
[0033] Fig. 2 is a front view of the cutting device 32,
Fig. 3 is a partial plan view thereof, and Fig. 4 is a partial
right side view thereof. The post 26a is the far side one
in Figs. 1 and 2. Figs. 3 and 4 show the near side post
26a. The cutter stand 41 has a blade 42 for cutting and
a push-up cam 43. The push-up cam 43 pushes up a
follower roller 45 provided at one end of a lever 44 at
one end of the rails 40, and pushes the fabric covering
sheet 23 to the side of the rails 40 by the front end 44a
of the lever 44. In the cutter stand 41, a running roller 46
guided on the rails 40 is pivotedly supported, and con-
nected with a drive belt 47. The drive belt 47 is sup-
ported by a supporting pulley 48 provided on the posts
26a. When the cutter stand 41 moves to one side of the
cutting table 25, it is detected by a position sensor 49.
The position sensor 49 is a proximity sensor, and is
attached to one end of the rails 40 via a sensor mount-
ing plate 49a. The rails 40 are supported with brackets
50 at both ends.
[0034] The lever 44 can be oscillatorily displaced
about an axis 51a set up on a lever mounting stand 51.
One arm of the lever 44 at follower roller 45 side is thrust
to the side of the rails 40 by a spring 51b. When the cut-
ter stand 41 has moved up to the position of the lever
mounting stand 51, the front end 44a is pressed to the
side of the rails 40 by the push-up cam 43. The front end
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44a restrains the fabric covering sheet 23 by pressing
down to the side of the rails 40 at the initial stage of cut-
ting in order to cut the fabric covering sheet 23 with the
blade 42. When the cutter stand 41 moves closer to the
middle of the rails 40 and releases the pressure of the
front end 44a of the lever 44 by the push-up cam 43, the
restraint state of the fabric covering sheet 23 is
released, but subsequent cutting becomes easy
because cutting has been partly conducted. As shown
in Fig. 3, the restraint state is also released when the
cutter stand 41 is at the stand-by position on one end,
and when the fabric covering sheet 23 is pulled from the
cutting table 25 side or when the fabric covering sheet
roll 31 is replaced, the fabric covering sheet 23 can be
freely pulled out or rolled. The pressing state and
release state of the lever 44 are indicated by twin dot
chain line and solid line in Fig. 3, respectively.

[0035] Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show a constitution relating
to driving of the delivering roller 29. Fig. 5 is a view from
the back side of Fig. 1, and Fig. 6 is a view from the left
side of Fig. 5. A gear for speed reduction is incorporated
into a delivering motor 52, and a pulley 53 is provided at
the output shaft of the delivering motor 52. A rotary
drive force is transmitted from the pulley 53 through a
belt 54, to a pulley 55 provided on the shaft of the deliv-
ering roller 29. A cutting motor 56 for running the cutter
stand 41 along the rails 40 also rotates and drives a pul-
ley 48 by a belt, and transmits driving force to a drive
belt 47.
[0036] Fig. 7 shows a system configuration in which
a cloth spreading machine capable of automatically dis-
charging the spread fabric is installed on the upstream
side of the cutting machine 21 of the embodiment. The
cutting machine 21 has a cutting carriage 57 capable of
moving on the cutting table 25 in the X-direction, namely
the lateral direction in Fig. 7. The cutting carriage 57 is
provided with a cutting head 58 which is capable of
moving in the Y-direction vertical to the sheet of paper of
Fig. 7 and provided with a blade for cutting the fabric.
The cutting machine 21 is controlled as being inter-
locked with a cloth spreading machine 60, by an inte-
grated control device 59 for controlling
comprehensively. The integrated control device 59 is
connected with a cutting design system, production
control system, or the like, through an on-line circuit to
form a network. From the feeding device 26 disposed in
the air table 24, the fabric covering sheet 23 is supplied
onto the delivered laminated sheet 22. After cutting, a
fabric covering sheet 23a is supplemented between a
roll 57a provided on the cutting carriage 57, and a stand
25a on the terminal end of the cutting table 25. This is
conducted in order to further cover the laminated sheet
22 with an air-impermeable fabric covering sheet 23a to
securely hold by reason that the laminated sheet 22
becomes air-permeable when the air-impermeable cov-
ering sheet 23 is cut together with the laminated sheet
22.
[0037] The cloth spreading machine 60 has a

spreading carriage 62 capable of running in the lateral
direction in Fig. 7 on a spreading table 61. The spread-
ing carriage 62 mounts a fabric sheet roll 63, pulls out
the fabric sheet paid off from a lifter 64, and spreads by
a specified length on the spreading table 61. A cutter is
incorporated in the lifter 64, and the fabric sheet pulled
out by the specified length is cut off. The fabric sheets
are stacked up, and the lifter 64 ascends according to
the lamination height. Thus, the laminated sheet 65 is
formed on the spreading table 61. The fabric sheet, if
being a soft material or a coarse material, may be
pierced through the top end of the bristle brushes 36
forming the cutting support plane 37 of the cutting table
25, and therefore an underlaying sheet 66 is laid. The
underlaying sheet 66 is made of craft paper or the like
perforated at specific intervals, and is generally larger in
area than the laminated sheet 64.

[0038] The spreading carriage 62 also comprises
capturing means which is realized by a foot presser 67
or the like. The foot presser 67 can be displaced verti-
cally by a cylinder 68. Air is blowing from the lower sur-
face of the spreading table 61 for the purpose of
facilitating discharge of the spread laminated sheet 65.
First, the spreading carriage 62 runs to move to a spe-
cific position on the basis of the beginning of the lami-
nated sheet 65, and the surface of the underlaying
sheet 66 is pressed and captured by the foot presser 67.
When the spreading carriage 62 is advanced with air
injected from beneath, the laminated sheet 65 mounted
on the underlaying sheet 66 can be discharged to the
side of the cutting table 25 of the cutting machine 21.
The underlaying sheet 66 is supplied from a underlaying
sheet roll 69, and is spread on the spreading table 61
prior to spreading by utilizing the foot presser 67 of the
spreading carriage 62. Meanwhile, discharging may be
effected by employing a spreading table 61 with a con-
veyor drive system like the cutting table 25.
[0039] Fig. 8 shows an electrical constitution for
controlling the system of Fig. 7. The cutting machine 21
has a central processing unit 70 comprising a micro-
computer and others, which controls the cutting car-
riage 57, cutting head 58, conveyor 35, suction motor
38, air table 24, and feeding device 26. In this control,
the entry fabric detection signal from the fabric sensor
33 in the feeding device 26 is utilized. The integrated
control device 59 controls the cutting machine 21, a
blower motor 72 for blowing air to the spreading table
61, and the spreading carriage 62, according to cutting
and spreading data 71 created by a computerized
design system. The spreading carriage 62 also com-
prises a central processing unit 80 comprising a micro-
computer and others, which controls a carriage running
motor 82, a cloth releasing motor 83, a delivering motor
84, the lifter 64 in its vertical motion, a cutter 85 built in
the lifter 64, and the cylinder 68 of the foot presser 67,
in response to the signal from a carriage position detec-
tor 81.
[0040] Fig. 9 shows a schematic operation of the
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system in Fig. 7. Cloth spreading starts at step a1, and
ends at step a2. At step a3, the spreading carriage 62 is
moved to a capture position, and at step a4, by operat-
ing the cylinder 68, a laminated sheet 65 is captured by
the foot presser 67. At step a5, by operating the blower
motor 74, air is blown from the lower side of the spread-
ing table 61. At step a6, the spreading carriage 62 is
caused to travel to the side of the cutting machine 21 to
be advanced to convey the laminated sheet 65. At step
a7, the fabric sensor 33 of the feeding device 26 detects
the front end of the laminated sheet conveyed from the
spreading machine. At step a8, operating the delivering
motor 52, the covering sheet 23 is let out. At step a9,
operating the air table 24, air is blown from the air noz-
zle 34, and the conveyor 35 is operated to actuate the
suction motor 38 while driving the conveyor, thereby
evacuating and sucking. As a result, the laminated
sheet 22 are held on the cutting support plane 37 in a
state that the surface of the laminated sheet 22 is cov-
ered with the fabric covering sheet, thereby cutting off at
step a10 being enabled.

[0041] Fig. 10 further describes the operation in
relation to each element composing the system in Fig.
7, on the basis of a time axis in the vertical direction. At
step b1, the spreading carriage 62 of the spreading
machine 60 stands by at the origin which is a reference
position. At step b2, the underlaying sheet roll 69 is set.
At step b3, the cylinder 68 is manipulated to descend,
and the foot presser 67 is turned on. The foot presser 67
captures the underlaying sheet, and at step b4 let the
spreading carriage 62 travel and move, and then the
underlaying sheet is carried in at step b5. When the
underlaying sheet 66 is carried in by a specified length,
the cylinder 68 is raised at step b6, and the foot presser
67 is turned off.
[0042] Consequently, at step b7, spreading the fab-
ric sheet is carried out. When the spreading is over, at
step b8, the spreading carriage 62 stands by at a prede-
termined position. This predetermined position is a
position where the spread-and-laminated fabrics are
captured. At step b9, the cylinder 68 is lowered, and the
foot presser 67 is turned on. At step b10, the spreading
carriage 62 is caused to travel. Thus, in the state that
the fabric is captured with the foot presser 67, the fabric
is brought into the cutting machine from step b10 to step
b11. The spreading carriage 62 stops at step b12, and
the cylinder 68 is raised and the foot presser 67 is
turned off at step b13. At step b14, the spreading car-
riage 62 returns to the origin and stands by.
[0043] On the other hand, simultaneously with step
b1, in the cutting machine 21 at step b20, the cutting
carriage 57 and cutting head 58 are left in a standby
state at a predetermined origin position of the cutting
machine. In the feeding device 26, the covering sheet
roll 31 is set at step b21, the pressing roller 30 is opened
at step b22, the fabric covering sheet 23 is suspended
between the support rollers 27, 28 at step b23, and the
pressing roller 30 is closed at step b24. At step b30, an

entry switch provided in the cutting machine 21 is
turned on, and air is blown out of the air table 24 at step
b31. At step b32, the delivering roller 29 is rotated by
the delivering motor 52, and the fabric covering sheet 23
is let out. At step b33, when the fabric covering sheet 23
is let out to such a length as to cover the entire surface
of the air table 24, the delivering roller 29 is stopped. In
the air table 24, since air is being blown toward the cut-
ting table 25, the front end of the delivered fabric cover-
ing sheet 23 is led and guided toward the cutting table
24 and the fabric covering sheet 23 in an inclined state.
At the next step b34, the suction motor 38 is driven to
start sucking, and the conveyor 35 is activated.

[0044] When the laminated sheet 65 is discharged
from the cloth spreading machine 60 side to enter to the
cutting machine 21 side, it is detected by the fabric sen-
sor 33 of the feeding device 26. At step b35, after a
lapse of time required to travel a length of the air table
24, for example, 0.5 m, that is, the time obtained by
dividing 0.5 by the fabric feeding speed (m/sec), the
delivering roller 29 is rotated in relation with conveying
of the conveyor 35, and the fabric covering sheet 23 is
further let out. The letting
-out speed is set to be smaller than, preferably equal to
the entry speed. With the laminated sheet 22 covered
sufficiently with the fabric covering sheet 23 on the air
table 24, at step b36, the delivering roller 29 is stopped.
The laminated sheet 22 is transferred on the conveyor
35, and the entry conveying is completed when the front
end of the laminated sheet 22 reaches the predeter-
mined position at step b37, and the conveyor 35 stops
at step b38. Upon completion of entry of the laminated
sheet 22, covering with the fabric covering sheet 23 is
automatically completed, thereby making it ready to cut
off.
[0045] At step b40, the laminated sheet 22 and fab-
ric covering sheet 23 are sucked in vacuum and held on
the conveyor 35 in a stopped state. Cutting is executed
by using the cutting head 58, which is standing by at the
origin from step b20. During or after cutting, at step b41,
the rear end of the fabric covering sheet 23 is cut off by
the cutting device 32. In the case of continuous fabric
cutting, meanwhile, the fabric covering sheet 23 is not
cut off until the final fabric cutting is over. At step b42,
the conveyor 35 is driven to discharge the cut laminated
sheet 22.
[0046] At step b33 the fabric covering sheet 23 is let
out longer than the length required for covering the
entire air table 24, and at step b34 the front end of the
fabric covering sheet 23 is sucked by the cutting table
25 at step b35 to start the conveyor 35, so that the fabric
covering sheet 23 is led and guided by the conveyor 35
and set in stretched state. At this time, in order to pre-
vent excessive force on the fabric covering sheet 23, a
one-way clutch is provided on the shaft of the delivering
roller 29, and the clutch is disengaged by the rotation in
let-out direction.
[0047] Fig. 11 shows a constitution of an other
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embodiment of the invention. The parts corresponding
to the embodiment in Fig. 1 are identified with the same
reference numerals. In this embodiment, a cutting table
85 does not comprise such an air table 24 as used in the
embodiment in Fig. 1, and a conveyor 35 is provided in
almost all the extent of the cutting table 85. In the
embodiment, a front end of fabric covering sheet 23 let
out from a feeding device 26 is sucked on the surface of
the conveyor 35, and the conveyor 35 is driven to lead
and guide the fabric covering sheet 23. Delivered lami-
nated sheet is immediately sucked in vacuum to be held
on the conveyor 35, and is continuously sent on the con-
veyor 35, while being covered with the supplied fabric
covering sheet 23.

[0048] Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 show the constitutions
relating to the pressing roller 30 in both of the embodi-
ments in Fig. 1 and Fig. 11. The pressing roller 30 is
provided in order to let out the fabric covering sheet 23
securely by the delivering roller 29. The above-men-
tioned one-way clutch is provided on a shaft 91 of the
pressing roller 30, and is pivoted on the free end of an
arm 92, thereby pressing the fabric covering sheet 23 to
the delivering roller 29 side by its own gravity. Fig. 12
shows the pressing-and-closing state of the pressing
roller 30. When setting a new covering sheet roll 31, the
pressing roller 30 is put to be apart from the delivering
roller 29 as shown in Fig. 13. This is manually operated,
and in a state released from pressing as shown in Fig.
13, the gravity of the pressing roller 30 works on the
right side of a fulcrum 93 of the base end portion of the
arm 92 in Fig. 13, and therefore the open state released
from pressing is maintained unless external force is
applied. A spring 94 is provided in order to facilitate the
manual operation.
[0049] The foregoing embodiments do not particu-
larly comprise any mechanism for leading and guiding
the delivered fabric covering sheet 23 in the feeding
device 26, but a slant plate or the like may be provided
beneath the cutting device 32 so as to lead and guide
the fabric covering sheet 23 to the cutting table 25 side
by contacting with the fabric covering sheet 23 dropping
downward in the vertical direction. Or, an air injection
nozzle or a small fan may be provided in the feeding
device 26, and the fabric covering sheet 23 let out by air
may be led and guided to the cutting table side. Moreo-
ver, the feeding device 26 may also run on the cutting
table synchronously with the entry of the fabric.

Claims

1. A feeding apparatus for feeding an air-impermeable
sheet (23) to cover surface of a stack of fabric (22)
while entering into an automatic cutting machine
(21), which cuts out parts from the fabric (22)
according to cutting data, while sucking and holding
the fabric (22) on a cutting support plane (37) of a
cutting table (25) constructed as a conveyor (35),
the fabric (22) stacked by a cloth spreading

machine (60), disposed at the entry side upstream
of the automatic cutting machine the apparatus
comprising:

supporting means (26a) for supporting a cover-
ing sheet roll (31), being set upright on both
sides in the widthwise direction of the auto-
matic cutting machine (21) at the fabric entry
side into the cutting support plane (37);
delivering means (26) for letting out the cover-
ing sheet (23) from the roll (31) supported by
the supporting means (26a), following entry of
the fabric (22) into the cutting support plane
(37) of the cutting table (25) constructed as
conveyor (35);
detecting means (33) for detecting the fabric
disposed at the entry side upstream of the
automatic cutting machine (21); and
control means (59) for controlling drive of the
conveyor (35) of the cutting table (25) having
the cutting support plane (37) and delivery of
the fabric covering sheet (23) from the deliver-
ing means (26), in relation to the discharging
speed of the cloth spreading machine (60),
when the fabric (22; 65) is detected by the
detecting means (33).

2. The feeding apparatus of claim 1, wherein cutting
means (32) for cutting the delivered covering sheet
(23) is disposed beneath the delivering means (26).

3. The feeding apparatus of claim 2, wherein the cut-
ting means (32) comprises:

a rail (40) arranged in the widthwise direction of
the automatic cutting machine (21);
a cutter (41) capable of traveling reciprocally on
the rail (40), and
a lever (44) disposed at least at one end side of
the rail (40), for restraining the end edge por-
tion in order to make a cutting mark in the fabric
covering sheet (23), in cooperation with
traveling of the cutter (41).

4. The feeding apparatus of any preceding claim fur-
ther comprising guiding and leading means for
leading and guiding the fabric covering sheet (23)
delivered from the delivering means (26) in the con-
veying direction of the cutting support plane (37) of
the cutting table (25) constructed as conveyor (35).

5. The feeding apparatus of claim 4, wherein the lead-
ing and guiding means leads and guides the fabric
covering sheet (23) by blowing air from below the
delivering means (26) to the direction of the cutting
support plane (37).

6. The feeding apparatus of claim 4, wherein the lead-
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ing and guiding means leads and guides the fabric
covering sheet (23) in the direction of the cutting
support plane (37) while contacting with the deliv-
ered fabric covering sheet (23).

7. The feeding apparatus of any preceding claim,
wherein the spreading machine (60) and automatic
cutting machine (21) are arranged in a continuous
linear configuration.

8. A feeding method for feeding an air-impermeable
sheet (23) for covering surface of a stack of fabric
while entering into an automatic cutting machine
(21), which cuts out parts from the fabric according
to cutting data, while sucking and holding the fabric
on a cutting support plane (37) of a cutting table
(25) constructed as a conveyor (35) the fabric
stacked by a cloth spreading machine (60), dis-
posed at the entry side upstream of the automatic
cutting machine and the method comprising the
steps of:

supporting a fabric covering sheet roll (31)
above the entry route of the fabric onto the cut-
ting support plane (37) of the cutting table (25);
letting out the fabric covering sheet (23) from
the roll (31),
covering the fabric with the let-out fabric cover-
ing sheet (23) at a delivery speed related with
the entry speed of the fabric while leading and
guiding the let-out fabric covering sheet (23)
onto the cutting support plane (37) of the cut-
ting table (25);
detecting the fabric disposed at the entry side
upstream of the automatic cutting machine
(21);
spreading and cutting conditions are set
according to the cutting date; and
the spreading machine (60) and automatic cut-
ting machine (21) are cooperated according to
the preset spreading and cutting conditions,
whereby the fabric covering sheet (23) is fed so
as to cover the entire surface of the fabric,
while the spread fabric is discharged from the
spreading machine (60) to the cutting support
plane (37) of the cutting table (25) and sucked
on the cutting support plane (37).

9. The feeding method of claim 8, wherein the leading
and guiding is effected by driving the cutting sup-
port plane (37) of the cutting table (25) as a con-
veyor (35) while sucking the cutting support plane
(37) from therebelow.

10. The feeding method of claim 8, wherein the leading
and guiding is effected by blowing air to the letout
fabric covering sheet (23) from below the entry
route of the fabric.

Patentansprüche

1. Zuführvorrichtung zum Zuführen einer luftundurch-
lässigen Bahn (23) zur Abdeckung einer Oberflä-
che eines Textilmaterialstapels (22) beim Einlaufen
in eine automatische Schneidmaschine (21), wel-
che aus dem Textilmaterial (22) nach Maßgabe von
Schneiddaten Teile ausschneidet, wobei das Textil-
material (22) auf einer Schneidunterlagenebene
(37) eines Schneidtisches (25) angesaugt und dort
gehalten wird, welcher als ein Förderer (35) ausge-
bildet ist, wobei das Textilmaterial (22) mittels einer
Stofflegemaschine (60) aufgestapelt wird, welche
an der Eintrittsseite stromauf von der automati-
schen Schneidmaschine angeordnet ist, und wobei
die Vorrichtung folgendes aufweist:

eine Trageinrichtung (26a) zum Tragen einer
Abdeckbahnrolle (31), welche stehend auf bei-
den Seiten in Breitenrichtung der automati-
schen Schneidmaschine (21) an der
Textilmaterialeintrittsseite zu der Schneidunter-
lagenebene (37) angeordnet ist;
eine Abgabeeinrichtung (26) zum Abgeben der
Abdeckbahn (23) von der Rolle (31), welche
mittels der Trageinrichtung (26a) gelagert ist,
im Anschluß an den Einlauf des Textilmaterials
(22) auf die Schneidunterlagenebene (37) des
als Förderer (35) ausgebildeten Schneidti-
sches (25);
eine Detektionseinrichtung (33) zum Detektie-
ren des an der Eintrittsseite stromab von der
automatischen Schneidmaschine (21) ange-
ordneten Textilmaterials; und
eine Steuereinrichtung (59) zum Steuern des
Antriebs des Förderers (35) des Schneidti-
sches (25), welcher die Schneidunterlagen-
ebene (37) hat und zum Steuern der Abgabe
der Textilmaterialabdeckbahn (23) von der
Abgabeeinrichtung (26) in Bezug zu der Abga-
begeschwindigkeit der Stofflegemaschine (60),
wenn das Textilmaterial (22; 65) mittels der
Detektionseinrichtung (33) erkannt wird.

2. Zuführvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, bei der die
Schneideinrichtung (32) zum Abschneiden der
abgegebenen Abdeckbahn (23) unterhalb der
Abgabeeinrichtung (26) angeordnet ist.

3. Zuführvorrichtung nach Anspruch 2, bei der die
Schneideinrichtung (32) folgendes aufweist:

eine Schiene (40), welche in Breitenrichtung
der automatischen Schneidmaschine (21)
angeordnet ist;
einen Schneider (41), welcher sich auf der
Schiene (40) hinund hergehend bewegen
kann, und
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einen Hebel (44), welcher wenigstens an einer
Endseite der Schiene (40) zum Anhalten des
Endrandabschnittes angeordnet ist, um eine
Schneidmarkierung in der Textilmaterialab-
deckbahn (23) im Zusammenwirken mit der
Bewegung des Schneiders (41) zu erstellen.

4. Zuführvorrichtung nach einem der vorangehenden
Ansprüche, welche ferner eine Führungs- und Leit-
einrichtung zum Führen und Leiten der Textilmate-
rialabdeckbahn (23) aufweist, die von der
Abgabeeinrichtung (26) in Förderrichtung der
Schneidunterlagenebene (37) des Schneidtisches
(25) abgegeben wird, welcher als Förderer (35)
ausgelegt ist.

5. Zuführvorrichtung nach Anspruch 4, bei der die
Leit- und Führungseinrichtung die Textilmaterialab-
deckbahn (23) dadurch leitet und führt, daß Luft
von der Unterseite der Abgabeeinrichtung (26) in
Richtung der Schneidunterlagenebene (37) gebla-
sen wird.

6. Zuführvorrichtung nach Anspruch 4, bei der die
Leit- und Führungseinrichtung die Textilmaterialab-
deckbahn (23) in Richtung der Schneidunterlagen-
ebene (37) leitet und führt und zugleich in Kontakt
mit der abgegebenen Textilmaterialabdeckbahn
(23) ist.

7. Zuführvorrichtung nach einem der vorangehenden
Ansprüche, bei der die Legemaschine (60) und die
automatische Schneidmaschine (21) gemäß einer
fortlaufenden linearen Anordnung angeordnet sind.

8. Verfahren zum Zuführen einer luftundurchlässigen
Bahn (23) zum Abdecken der Oberfläche eines
Textilmaterialstapels beim Eintritt in eine automati-
sche Schneidmaschine (21), welche aus dem Tex-
tilmaterial nach Maßgabe von Schneiddaten Teile
ausschneidet, wobei das Textilmaterial auf einer
Schneidunterlagenebene (37) eines als ein Förde-
rer (35) ausgelegten Schneidtisches (25) ange-
saugt und gehalten wird und das Textilmaterial
mittels einer Stofflegemaschine (60) aufgestapelt
wird, welche an der Eintrittsseite stromauf von der
automatischen Schneidmaschine angeordnet ist,
wobei das Verfahren die folgenden Schritte auf-
weist:

Halten einer Textilmaterialabdeckbahnrolle
(31) oberhalb der Eintrittsbahn des Textilmate-
rials auf die Schneidunterlagenebene (37) des
Schneidtisches (25);
Abgeben der Textilmaterialabdeckbahn (23)
von der Rolle (31),
Abdecken des Textilmaterials mit der abgege-
benen Textilmaterialabdeckbahn (23) mit einer

Abgabegeschwindigkeit in Relation zu der Ein-
trittsgeschwindigkeit des Textilmaterials unter
Leitung und Führung der abgegebenen Textil-
materialabdeckbahn (23) auf die Schneidunter-
lagenebene (37) des Schneidtisches (25);

Detektieren des Textilmaterials an der Eintritts-
seite stromaufvon der automatischen Schneid-
maschine (21);
Vorgeben von Lege- und Schneidgrößen nach
Maßgabe von Schneiddaten; und
Zusammenarbeiten der Legemaschine (60)
und der automatischen Schneidmaschine (21)
nach Maßgabe der vorgegebenen Lege- und
Schneidgrößen, wobei die Textilmaterialab-
deckbahn (23) derart zugeführt wird, daß die
gesamte Oberfläche des Textilmaterials abge-
deckt ist, während zugleich das gelegte Textil-
material von der Legemaschine (60) zu der
Schneidunterlagenebene (37) des Schneidti-
sches (25) abgegeben und an der Schneidun-
terlagenebene (37) angesaugt wird.

9. Zuführverfahren nach Anspruch 8, bei dem das Lei-
ten und Führen dadurch bewirkt wird, daß die
Schneidunterlagenebene (37) des Schneidtisches
(25) als Förderer (35) betrieben wird und zugleich
das Material an der Schneidunterlagenebene (37)
von unten angesaugt wird.

10. Zuführverfahren nach Anspruch 8, bei dem das Lei-
ten und Führen dadurch bewirkt wird, daß Luft auf
die abgegebene Textilmaterialabdeckbahn (23) von
der Unterseite der Eintrittsbahn des Textilmaterials
hierauf geblasen wird.

Revendications

1. Appareil d'alimentation servant à amener une
feuille imperméable à l'air (23) pour couvrir la sur-
face d'une pile de tissu (22) pénétrant dans une
machine de coupe automatique (21), qui découpe
des pièces du tissu (22) conformément à des don-
nées de coupe, tout en aspirant et en retenant le
tissu (22) sur un plan de support de coupe (37)
d'une table de coupe (25) construite comme un
transporteur (35), le tissu (22) étant empilé par une
étaleuse de tissu (60) placée du côté d'entrée en
amont de la machine de coupe automatique,
l'appareil comprenant:

un moyen de support (26a) pour supporter un
rouleau (31) de feuille de couverture, placé ver-
tical des deux côtés dans le sens de la largeur
de la machine de coupe automatique (21) du
côté d'entrée du tissu sur le plan de support de
coupe (37);
un moyen de distribution (26) pour dérouler la
feuille de couverture (23) du rouleau (31) sup-
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porté par le moyen de support (26a), après
entrée du tissu (22) sur le plan de support de
coupe (37) de la table de coupe (25) construite
comme un transporteur (35);

un moyen de détection (33) pour détecter le
tissu placé du côté d'entrée en amont de la
machine de coupe automatique (21); et
un moyen de commande (59) pour commander
l'entraînement du transporteur (35) de la table
de coupe (25) comprenant le plan de support
de coupe (37) et la distribution de la feuille de
couverture de tissu (23) par le moyen de distri-
bution (26), relativement à la vitesse de sortie
de l'étaleuse de tissu (60), lorsque le tissu (22;
65) est détecté par le moyen de détection (33).

2. Appareil d'alimentation selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel un moyen de coupe (32) pour couper la
feuille de couverture (23) déroulée est placé sous le
moyen de distribution (26).

3. Appareil d'alimentation selon la revendication 2,
dans lequel le moyen de coupe (32) comprend:

un rail (40) agencé dans le sens de la largeur
de la machine de coupe automatique (21);
une lame (41) susceptible de se déplacer en
va-et-vient sur le rail (40); et
un levier (44) placé au niveau d'au moins une
extrémité du rail (40), pour retenir la partie de
bord extrémal afin de faire une marque de
coupe dans la feuille de couverture de tissu
(23), en coopération avec le déplacement de la
lame (41).

4. Appareil d'alimentation selon l'une quelconque des
revendications précédentes, comprenant en outre
un moyen de guidage et d'amenée pour amener et
guider la feuille de couverture de tissu (23) dérou-
lée par le moyen de distribution (26) dans la direc-
tion de transport du plan de support de coupe (37)
de la table de coupe (25) construite comme un
transporteur (35).

5. Appareil d'alimentation selon la revendication 4,
dans lequel le moyen d'amenée et de guidage
amène et guide la feuille de couverture de tissu (23)
par soufflage d'air depuis le dessous du moyen de
distribution (26) dans la direction du plan de sup-
port de coupe (37).

6. Appareil d'alimentation selon la revendication 4,
dans lequel le moyen d'amenée et de guidage
amène et guide la feuille de couverture de tissu (23)
dans la direction du plan de support de coupe (37)
par contact avec la feuille de couverture de tissu
(23) déroulée.

7. Appareil d'alimentation selon l'une quelconque des
revendications précédentes, dans lequel l'étaleuse
de tissu (60) et la machine de coupe automatique
(21) sont agencées en une configuration linéaire
continue.

8. Procédé d'alimentation destiné à amener une
feuille imperméable à l'air (23) pour couvrir la sur-
face d'une pile de tissu pénétrant dans une
machine de coupe automatique (21), qui découpe
des pièces du tissu conformément à des données
de coupe, tout en aspirant et en retenant le tissu sur
un plan de support de coupe (37) d'une table de
coupe (25) construite comme un transporteur (35),
le tissu étant empilé par une étaleuse de tissu (60)
placée du côté d'entrée en amont de la machine de
coupe automatique, et le procédé comprenant les
étapes consistant à:

monter un rouleau (31) de feuille de couverture
de tissu au-dessus du trajet d'entrée du tissu
sur le plan de support de coupe (37) de la table
de coupe (25);
dérouler la feuille de couverture de tissu (23)
du rouleau (31);
couvrir le tissu avec la feuille de couverture de
tissu (23) déroulée, à une vitesse de distribu-
tion en rapport avec la vitesse d'entrée du
tissu, tout en amenant et en guidant la feuille
de couverture de tissu (23) déroulée sur le plan
de support de coupe (37) de la table de coupe
(25);
détecter le tissu placé du côté d'entrée en
amont de la machine de coupe automatique
(21);
les conditions d'étalage et de coupe étant
fixées conformément aux données de coupe;
et
l'étaleuse de tissu (60) et la machine de coupe
automatique (21) coopérant conformément aux
conditions d'étalage et de coupe prédéfinies,
pour que la feuille de couverture de tissu (23)
soit amenée de façon à couvrir toute la surface
du tissu, tandis que le tissu étalé est déchargé
de l'étaleuse de tissu (60) vers le plan de sup-
port de coupe (37) de la table de coupe (25) et
aspiré sur le plan de support de coupe (37).

9. Procédé d'alimentation selon la revendication 8,
dans lequel l'amenée et le guidage sont effectués
par entraînement du plan de support de coupe (37)
de la table de coupe (25) comme un transporteur
(35) tout en aspirant le plan de support de coupe
(37) depuis le dessous.

10. Procédé d'alimentation selon la revendication 8,
dans lequel l'amenée et le guidage sont effectués
par soufflage d'air vers la feuille de couverture de
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tissu (23) déroulée, depuis le dessous du trajet
d'entrée du tissu.
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